4H History Seekers 2019 “Back in Time” Skit Entertainment/Serving Schedule

4:30-5:00pm, Taylor Whatley Building: Photos of all “Back in Time” cast and participants
5:00-5:30pm, Fred Lord Music Hall: Whistle Stop Pickers Mountain Dulcimer Group … Deborah McCord
5:30- 5:45pm, Assigned Tables: Guests led to tables by Tableside Servers and seated

5:50pm Presentation Group 1 starts DOWNSTAIRS in the TRADE CENTER
  1. Forging the Bartram Trail … Patrick Thompson
  1. Events that shaped Native Creek peoples living in the territory & new state of Alabama … Joshua Rowell
  1. Alabama becomes the 22nd state in The Union on December 14, 1819 … Charles C. Mitchell
  1. Auburn attains its name “The Loveliest Village of The Plain”… Ben Wilson
(quiet dulcimer music played in background during 10 minute intervals between skit groups)

5:50pm Presentation Group 2 starts UPSTAIRS in the TRADE CENTER
  2. Transportation opens the great state of Alabama to discovery, settlement, industry and commerce … Dan Lehr
  2. Meet the merchants conducting business in a Railroad Town (men) … Charles H. Mitchell
  2. Meet the merchants conducting business in a Railroad Town (women) … Angela McCormick
  2. The ubiquitous influence of music in Alabama’s history … Steve Crannell
(quiet dulcimer music played in background during 10 minute intervals between skit groups)

5:50pm Presentation Group 3 starts RUTH PURDY SPEAKE CABIN
  3. The War Between The States … Elizabeth Jordan
  3. Higher education comes to Auburn (Part 1 and 2)… Mark Wilson and Deana Schnuelle Hooks
  3. Early childhood education in rural Alabama - read’n, rite’n ‘rithmatic and recit’n … Addison Ragan
  3. Revolutionizing agriculture and agricultural practices in the South … Archie Simpson
(quiet dulcimer music played in background during 10 minute intervals between skit groups)

8:00-8:30pm, Fred Lord Music Hall: Salvation Army Band and Choir … Elizabeth Jordan and Kim Chenier
8:30pm, Fred Lord Music Hall: Final Toast … Charles C Mitchell

Each presentation group travels together from one location to another. Once there, they preform their skits in sequence according to order listed. The rotation is: Downstairs TC (5:50-6:25pm) to Upstairs TC (6:35-7:10pm) to RPS Cabin (7:20-7:55pm). Each presentation group has a total of 35 minutes to preform all of their skits, then they have 10 minutes to relocate to the next location. The tableside servers will be using those 10 minutes in between to serve and clear tables. Light background music will be played then. Once tables have been serviced, the entertainment can proceed.